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1. Introduction 
There is a consensus about the origin of the increase of global surface temperature of the 
20th century is the fast process of industrialization, that is producing an exponential 
increase in CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the boundary layer of the Earth atmosphere. 
However at 1924 a transition to a new configuration of the solar dynamo system occurred 
[1] that seated this system in the XX century Grand Maximum at which the highest values of 
solar activity of the last 400 years occurred. Therefore, the sharp increase of global 
temperature has been not only synchronic with the fast process of industrialization but also 
with a sudden increase of solar activity. 
At the Schwabe polar cycle #24 that started at year 2000 , maximized at year 2008 and would 
end at mid of 2013-14, a new solar dynamo transition is occurring that is leading to lower 
values of solar activity [2,3], and as a consequence the flux of solar energy on the Earth 
atmosphere is decreasing fast. Therefore by observing the future evolution of climate variables 
we will be able to evaluate the relevance of solar activity variability on climate changes.  
A thorough determination of the contribution of solar activity to climate change is hindered 
by the fact that the only source of solar origin that is included in the climate models is total 
solar irradiance, TSI, for example see [4-8] This source of solar energy increased in the 
average in only about 0.13% along the last 400 years, which might explain at most a 30% [8] 
of the temperature increases along that period. However, besides TSI there are other sources 
of solar energy that might modify climate by mechanisms that have been proposed and 
studied by the last thirty years, for a review see [9,10]. The aim of the present work is to 
assess the impact of the 2008 dynamo transition on Earth’s surface temperature. This will 
assist us to be well prepared in studying the unique experiment that nature is currently 
bringing to us, i.e. the solar dynamo transition and its consequences for climate that will be 
now documented worldwide and monitored with modern technical means. This may 
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contribute to improve climate models by indicating the variables that are ignored in those 
models and that future observations finally prove to be relevant to climate changes.  
The prediction of the impact of the 2008 solar dynamo transition on climate relies in the 
prediction of solar activity after the transition. Based in the regularities found in the time 
series of sunspot maxima along the last millennium Schove [11] predicted a value of sunspot 
maximum #24 well below to those prevailing since 1924 and that fall near the low values 
that this cycle is having at only a year of its date of occurrence [12,13] 
 
Figure 1. The predictions of Schove [11] for sunspot maxima #19 to #24 (filled circles) and the observed 
values (stars) together with an estimation of sunspot maxima 24 for the descending transition (crosses). 
The thick line is the envelope of sunspot cycle maxima. The constant level is the sunspot maxima 
average as determined prior 1923 and the dashed line is the secular variation in sunspot maxima time 
series for a descending transition (from [14]). 
Unless in [9,10, 15] the only variable that is usually taken into account in the field of solar-
terrestrial physics for quantifying solar activity variability is sunspot number, of which direct 
observations does exist for the last 400 years. This variable gives a measure of the strength of 
the toroidal component of the solar magnetic field [16]. As solar activity ultimately depends on 
solar magnetic field strength [17-21] all the variables related to solar activity must bear some 
relationship with sunspot number. However, it was found [1, 14, 15, 22] that this relationship 
is non linear and so we need to resort to other proxies than sunspot number that give a better 
estimation of the true variables. These variables and its proxies are introduced in section 2. 
In our view, the success of Schove’s [11] prediction of sunspot maximum #24 by 50 years in 
advance, is based in the fact that being the solar dynamo a bounded system it undergoes 
natural modes of oscillation. However, the dynamics of this system is described by a set of 
non-linear differential equations, therefore its natural oscillations are non-stationary which 
impede us applying the Fourier base function to describe them. A mathematical methodology 
suitable for the description of natural oscillations in solar dynamo system has been developed 
by us [2, 3, 15]. This method and the way on which it is applied to predict sunspot maximum 
#24 is briefly summarized in 3, and applied in section 4 to determining solar dynamo natural 
oscillations in the variables defined in 2. The same method is applied in section 5 to look for 
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the signatures of solar dynamo transition in surface temperature and from these results and 
the analysis of the latitudinal variation on temperature, that is presented in section 6, in section 
7 the impact of the 2008 transition on the evolution of surface temperature along the XXI 
century is evaluated. Finally the conclusions are presented in section 8.  
2. The solar dynamo transition in solar activity  
2.1. The solar variables and its proxies. 
Solar activity has several manifestation, of these, those that are relevant to climate change are:  
a. Total solar irradiation, TSI. This is the only source of solar origin that is considered in 
climate modeling , for example, see [5-9]. To study it here we resort to the 
reconstruction from Wang, Lean and Shelley [23-24].  
b. Solar Flares produce the hard part of the electromagnetic spectrum (gamma and X rays 
and ultraviolet radiation) and also solar proton events. We resort to quantify it the Flare 
index . Data for this index [25] exist for the interval 1976.5-2008.5  
c. Coronal Mass ejections , CME’s, that are usually going together with flares and which 
main effect is the acceleration in the heliosphere-magnetosphere system of height 
energetic particles [26] leading , when interacting with the magnetosphere, to high 
energetic particles events. To quantify the geo-effectiveness of CME`s we will resort to 
the Sudden Storm Commencement, SSC, index as defined by Duhau [27] that is based 
in the amplitude and rise time of geomagnetic storm sudden commencement, defined 
by Mayaud [28], and computed in the interval 1868-1998 from the ISGI data [29] . 
d. Variability of the solar coronal magnetic field, the solar ‘open flux’ that modulates 
cosmic ray particles flux. The solar open flux is well described by the geomagnetic 
index aa [30] defined by Mayaud [31]. The data in the interval 1844-1985 is from [32] 
and from 1986 onward there are two version of this index , one is the standard from 
ISGI [29] and the other is the data from [33]. 
Solar activity ultimately depends on solar magnetic field variations, that has two 
components: the toroidal and the poloidal one [17-21]. Since now on we will call ‘strength’ 
of the polaidal and toroidal field to the amplitude of the Schwabe cycle on the respective 
solar magnetic field component. 
The sunspot number gives a measure of the total toroidal field at the spots [16]. Therefore 
sunspot number at solar maximum, Rmax, is a measure of the strength of this component. 
While at solar minimum the polar field is mainly dipolar and the open flux is coming mostly 
from this field , as a result geomagnetic index aa at solar minimum, aamin, gives a measure 
of the dipolar field of the Sun [2, 15, 34-37]  
Rmax is determined here from the yearly values of Group Sunspot Number [38] and of 
sunspot number International time series value as provided by NOAA [39] for the intervals 
1610-1704 and 1705-2011 respectively. Aamin is determined from the two data sets of 
geomagnetic index aa as detailed in paragraph (d). Note that while aa index is always a 
proxy for the solar open flux, only at solar minimum is also a proxy for the strength of the 
dipolar component of the global magnetic field.  
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2.2. The solar dynamo transition as seen in the solar variables. 
Rmax, and aamin fluctuated around constant levels of 93, 4 spots and 10.3 nT respectively 
[1]. We have called these couple of constants ‘transition point ’, that is a point in the ‘phase 
diagram’ of Rmax vs. aamin (as proxies for the toroidal and polar magnetic field strengths) 
(Figure 2). The transition point has the property that when the path of successive points in 
this diagram is close enough to it, a transition occurs in the solar dynamo system that leads 
to a sudden change in the strength and length of its natural oscillations.  
 
Figure 2. The diagram for the period 1844-2011 per year for (a): the Standard data from ISGI and (b) the 
Lockwood homogenized time series data (from [37]).  
There are three types of solar dynamo episodes: Grand Maximum, Grand Minimum and 
Regular oscillations. Which of then occur after a transition depends on how close to the 
transition point is passing the path when coming back to that point. The paths determined 
by the two different data sets of Figure 2, passed exactly (within the experimental error) by 
the transition point at 1924 and the Grand Maximum Episode of the XX century (red points) 
started. The same happened at the 2008 transition for the data at the right, which indicates 
that a Gran Minimum is coming after this transition. But for the data at the left the path at 
2008 is far enough from the transition point to lead to predict that a Regular Oscillations 
type episode, alike to that occurring prior 1924 (green points), would instead follows after 
the transition. From the properties of the oscillations in proxy time series of Rmax from 
Schove [11] and of Usoskin [40] for the last 1700 years, we [37] have estimated that, among 
the two possible type of episode that may occurs after a Grand Maximum, the forthcoming 
episode would be of a Regular type, alike to the one previous to 1924 (green points in Figure 
5) and that this episode would endure for the rest of the present millennium.  
A full sequence of the three types of episodes occurred since 1610 [1]. The solar dynamo 
transitions produces a sudden change in the average value of the successive maxima of the 
Schwabe, ~11 year, cycle (Figure 3) , that occurs in synchronicity in all the related variables. 
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This indicates that a substantial change in solar dynamo configuration occurs after each 
transition that is affecting all the layers that compose the solar dynamo system.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Solar dynamo transitions in (a) sunspot number maxima (stars) and geomagnetic index at 
minima (diamonds). The black diamonds indicates the polar cycles at which the transitions occur and 
the horizontal green line the transition point (93.4 spot, 10.4 nT) level [1]. The letter D indicates the short 
type Dalton Minimum. The green and black triangles are the predictions from [11] (upper black),[2] 
(green) and [3] (lower black) , respectively. (b): SSC Index and Flare Index (blue line). (c): total solar 
irradiance, TSI. In (b) and (c) the horizontal green lines are at the average value along the Regular 
Oscillations episode and the black numbers are the conventional numbering of the strongest maxima 
occurring after 1924.  
It may be observed that at and above the secular time scale all the variables have a very 
similar behavior, and so the corresponding oscillations appear having the same length and 
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nearly the same phase. The same do not happen with oscillations with shorter length, as 
much as for example, the two relative maxima that occurs in all the variables after 1924 
transition are not synchronic, but are at solar cycle maxima #17 and #22, in SSC and Flare 
Indexes (Figure 3b) , and at solar cycle maxima #19 and #21 in TSI (Figure 3c). This is studied 
further in the section 4 and 5 by means of the mathematical methodology that is discussed 
in the next section.  
The effect of CME’s and flares on the heliosphere-magnetosphere system is generically 
called ‘solar storm’. It is know that both phenomena are often going together and in fact 
Flare index, along the short interval on which is known, follows closely to SSC index that is 
a proxy for the geo effectiveness of CME’s. Therefore since now we will consider SSC as an 
acceptable proxy for the geo-effectiveness of solar storms. 
3. A base function of compact support for representing solar dynamo 
natural oscillations 
The Fourier spectrum of sunspot number time series, see [41] and references therein, have 
prominent peaks. The most conspicuous among them, like the Gleissberg, the Süess and the 
Hallstatt one, are usually called ‘cycles’. However, we do not know a priori the real nature 
of the phenomena that leads to these peaks and its variability. As much as to call cycle to 
any new peak that appear in the spectra of solar variables has been called by Hoyt and 
Schatten [42] ‘cycle mania’.  
We have introduced a methodology that allows splitting solar activity related time series in 
natural oscillations, based in a study of the variability on time of the peaks in the spectra 
and a suitable base function to represent the time series in real time, as is summarized 
below.  
3.1. Natural modes of oscillation in the wavelet spectrum. 
It is apparent in the time series of Figure 2, natural modes of oscillations in a non-liner 
non-stationary system, like the solar dynamo system, have a transitory behavior which 
make it impossible representing them by the discrete Fourier base function, that 
presupposes that the waves are linear and stationary. As the solar dynamo system is 
bounded we still may apply a discrete transform method, but due to the transient nature 
of its natural oscillations the applied base function must be of compact support [43], as are 
the wavelet base function. The shape of the selected wavelet must be alike to that of the 
signal that is being represented [44]. The wavelet spectrum of the Rmax time series (see 
Figure 4) has peaks with a Gaussian envelope that indicates the presence of oscillations 
with fairly well defined periodicities. On the other hand, the variables as a function of 
time (Figure 3) exhibit oscillation with rapid time changes in their amplitude. Therefore 
we have selected the Morlet wavelet base function that is a harmonic function with a 
Gaussian envelope.  
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The wavelet spectrum of sunspot number time series and its proxies have peaks at periods 
that goes from seconds, to millenniums. As the time series analyzed here is Rmax, 
oscillations with lengths below the Hale cycle length (~22 years) are not contained in the 
times series. Besides the time changes in amplitude of all the peaks on the spectrum, at and 
below the lower Gleissberg band, the Fourier period of the dominant peaks changes 
strongly on time too, as an example of this we have computed the spectra (Figure 4) for two 
different time interval.  
 
 
 
Figure 4. The Morlet wavelet spectrum for two time spans: 1665- 1865 (1) , 1865-2000 (2). The vertical 
bars delimitates the Fourier periods of the wavelet components that are included in each of the three 
period bands. The colored numbers are the values of the Fourier periods of the nearest peak. Below the 
90 year period , only the most prominent peak within a given period band is indicated, for each time 
span .  
For each of the spectra on Figure 4, the Fourier period of the dominant peak in the bi-
decadal band is the first quasi-harmonic of the Fourier period of the dominant peck in semi-
secular band. As the Fourier period of the dominant peaks change from a time interval to 
the other, the length of the corresponding natural oscillation changes too. This is further 
analyzed next.  
4. Time changes of the natural modes of oscillations. 
We will study here only the solar variables that are relevant to climate change and that has a 
proxy time series larger than a century , these are TSI, aamin, that is proxy for the open flux 
strength and SSC, that is a proxy for the frequency and intensity of solar storms. As a result 
of the analysis summarized in 3 we have split the time series in three oscillations (Figure 5). 
These oscillations are found by adding all the wavelets components which Fourier periods 
are in the respective bands as defined in Figure 4. In the case of the secular oscillation the 
linear trend is added and the transition level is subtracted. A preliminary interpretation of 
the phenomena underlying the three oscillations is given in [3].  
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Figure 5. The three solar dynamo natural oscillations (a): The bi decadal (thin line) and the semi secular 
(thick line) in TSI. (b) the secular oscillations in TSI , aamin and SSC, were SSC and aamin are scaled to 
fit TSI at the secular oscillation that produced the XX century Grand Maximum.  
The short Dalton Minimum that occurred around 1820 is the result of the synchronization of 
a relative minimum in a strong semi-secular (Figure 5a) occurring in synchromicty with a 
relative minimum in a weak secular (Figure 5b) oscillations. Note that while the semi secular 
oscillation around de Dalton minimum has a length of about 60 years, it has a length of only 
40 years along the Grand Maximum (Figure5a). Therefore a increases of the amplitude of the 
semi-secular oscillation is synchronic with a increases of its length. This behavior 
dramatically occurs in the secular oscillation (Figure 5b).  
On base of the relationship between the length of the oscillations and its intensity we have 
predicted the date of occurrence of solar maxima #24 , to be at 2013.5 [2]. And in base of the 
time changes of the three oscillations we have predicted the value of sunspot maximum #24. 
After a descending transition, like the 2008, either a Grand Minimum or a Regular 
Oscillations episode (blue and green starts in Figure 6) may occur. These two possible cases 
are barely distinguishable between them This is due to the fact that sunspot maximum #24 
would occur at 2013.5 [2,12] and the secular oscillation passed by cero only at 2008 and so 
this oscillation will have only six years and a haft to develop. Only by sunspot maximum 
#25 the two cases will differentiate unambiguously [37]  
The sequence #23-#24 is found to be alike to the -#13 –#12 and also to the #11-#12 ones (see 
numbered maxima in Figure 6). These three sequences are similar but no equal, since a 
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given sequence never repeat identically due to the variability in relative phase and 
amplitude of the three natural oscillations on solar dynamo system. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Rmax time series (the data are the same that in Figure 3a) and the predicted values for 
sunspot cycle #24 , for the Regular episode [2] and for the Grand Minimum [3] cases (blue and green 
stars, respectively) . The two sequences of sunspot maxima that are alike to the #23-#24 sequence are 
indicated in the figure by its conventional numbering. To assign them prior the Dalton Minimum we 
have assumed that the sunspot cycle that occurred prior the #5 was lost in the sunspot number time 
series, as suggested in [45] 
5. Solar dynamo transition as seen in the Earth surface temperature  
To find the signature in Earth surface temperature of the sudden changes on solar dynamo 
natural oscillations we represent the time series of north hemisphere temperature for the last 
400 years by the same base function that we have used when representing the natural 
oscillations in solar variables in section 4. By adding wavelet components with periodicities 
above the 17 years we include (Figure 7) the three natural modes of modes of oscillations in 
solar activity and at the same time we filter the natural oscillations in the climate system.  
The temperature increases since 1610 has not been steady but occurred in four steps (blue, 
green, red and violet horizontal lines in figure 7), three of them occurred in synchronicity 
with the solar dynamo transition, and the fourth, that is seen in the surface data (black line) 
but not in the satellite data (blue line), started at 1970. The fact that each of the first three 
steps occurred in synchronicity with the date of occurrence of the solar dynamo transition 
suggest that the increase of temperature is linked to some solar variables that have had 
sudden increases after each transition. This appears to be the case of solar storms (see its 
proxy, SSC, in Figure 3b). Moreover, the last step follows the sudden increases of solar 
storms that started at 1950 and reached a value that quadruplicates those prior 1924 at 
sunspot maximum #22, peaking at 1989. This is studied further in the following by 
analyzing the relationship between the secular and the semi secular oscillation in 
temperature with that in the solar variables.  
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The secular variation is alike in all the solar variables (see fig 5b). As a result, if solar activity 
were the main source of climate changes the secular oscillation in temperature must be alike 
to the secular oscillation in any of the variables related to solar activity. Only one of the four 
relevant variables, TSI, have a time series long enough to test this similitude. The result is in 
Figure 8. There is a good agreement between the secular oscillation in TSI and temperature, 
more if we take into account that the secular oscillation in the other involved variables 
(Figure 5b) has a similar but not an equal time variation.  
 
Figure 7. Solar dynamo transitions in global surface temperature. The dashed black line is the yearly 
averages of paleodata [46] in the interval 1610-1849 to which ground based data [47,48] from 1850 
onward are pasted (dashed black line) The dashed blue line is satellite UAH MSU lower troposphere 
temperature data [49] and the thick line are the smoothed values (see text). The vertical lines indicate 
the dates of occurrence of the four historically documented solar dynamo transition (cf. black diamonds 
in Figure 3a). The projections of IPCC [50] for the forthcoming twenty years are shown for two cases: 
one on which the emissions of greenhouse gases would continue at the same rate as today (full) and the 
other on which it would remain in the actual level (dashed black line) . 
The secular oscillation in surface temperature (Figure 8) started increasing above the secular 
oscillation in TSI at 1860 and reached a value that is 0.3ºC above the one expected from the 
secular oscillation in TSI. We cannot jump immediately to the conclusion that this departure 
is entirely due to the industrial revolution, because it was not gradual, but occurred mostly 
in the interval 1860-1900 and after 1980, that is after the last two relative maxima in the 
secular oscillation in solar activity that occurred at 1957 and 1977 (see Figure 5b).  
A recovery from the little ice age (LIA) is occurring since 1800-1850 [51, 52]. And, after the 
mid-1970s, ice mass loss has accelerated [52-54]. This is consistent with the suggestion [9-10] 
that the rapid increases of surface temperature along the XX century Grand Maximum was 
due to the increases in the frequency and intensity of solar storms which geo-effectiveness 
(see figure 3b), increased suddenly after the 1924 transition to quadruplicate its value prior 
1924 at sunspot cycle 22 maxima, peaking at 1990.  
The semi -secular oscillation in temperature and TSI (Figure 9) are alike. It is the strongest in 
SSC. After 1924 the semi secular oscillation in all the variables has two relative maxima, one 
prior and the other after 1970, like it happened with temperature (see also Figure 7).  
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Figure 8. The secular oscillation in the temperature data of Figure 7. and in TSI of Figure 3c , this last 
scaled to fit temperature prior 1800.  
 
 
 
Figure 9. The semi secular oscillation in surface temperature and in the three relevant solar variables as 
indicated in the figure. TSI, SSC and aamin are scaled by the same factor that in Figure 8. 
6. An analyses of the latitudinal variation on temperature 
There is a hiatus in average global temperature increase is recent years. This may be the first 
indication of the impact on climate of current decreases of solar activity. However, at 
latitudes below 24 º (see Figure10d) the fast increases that started at all latitudes at 1970 , is 
still going on.  
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Figure 10. The average temperatures for the latitude bands (a) 0-24º, (b) 24 to 44,(c) 44 to 64 and (d) 64 
to 90, for the south (red) and the north (blue) , hemisphere, respectively . The data is from [55] 
Ice melting has accelerated since 1980 [52-54] and some models indicates that the ice 
feedback albedo mechanism due to this acceleration is appreciable at the poles [56] and also 
at height latitudes [57]. This feedback mechanism is still not well represented in IPCC 
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climate models that underestimate Arctic see ice thinning by a factor of 4 and fail to capture 
the recent see ice kinematic acceleration [53]. From this we may conclude that, either ice-
albedo feedback is underestimated in the IPCC models [54], or some source of heating 
mainly operating in the polar cap and at high latitudes is missing in those models. The 
synchronicity between ice kinetic acceleration with the occurrence of the strongest solar 
storms (Figure 3b and Figure 9 blue line), that after 1970, in only 20 years duplicates its 
strength , is consistent with this hypothesis, because these solar events, when interacting 
with the Earth magnetosphere operates mainly in the polar cap and at the subauroral region 
[58-62]. The mechanism involved are reviewed and some evidences that a 70% of global 
temperature increases after the 1924 transition was due to this strong increases on solar 
storms are presented in [9, 10].  
If the above source of heating were significant, they may explain the step like appearance of 
the temperature time series (Figure 7) if we assume that not only after the 1924 transition, that 
is the only one along which a proxy, SSC, for the geoeffectiveness of solar storms is known, but 
also after any solar dynamo ascending transition, solar storms substantially increases in less 
that 25 years, while it takes to TSI (compare blue and red lines in Figure 9) by more than 40 
years to reach its first relative maximum. At that moment, following its semi-secular oscillation 
the strength of solar storms has already decreased and therefore the principal source of 
heating at high latitudes is fading out. However, the ice is still melted and the secular 
oscillation in TSI is still at its maximum, so the temperature is maintained at the same levels 
than before due to enhancement of the TSI heating by positive ice-albedo feedback. 
Solar dynamo is well over its cycle #24 and the average value of TSI (Figure 3c) is still well 
above the average prior 1924. The decrease of TSI (red line in figure 9) is being delayed with 
respect to the decreases of the other solar variables. As was delayed its increases when 
emerging the Sun form the Maunder Minimum at 1724 (ccompare Figure 3c with Figure 3b). 
By the contrary, solar storms (see figure 2b), has already started decreasing by 20 years ago 
and will fall to a half of its 1990 values (sunspot maxima 21, see Figure 3b) by 2013.5, if the 
above mechanism sustain surface temperature would start decreasing in the near future. In 
the next section we present an estimation of this decrease.  
7. An estimation of the future evolution of surface temperature 
There are sources of climate change other than anthropogenic gases and solar activity that 
are: 
1. Natural oscillations of the climate system and volcanism. These sources vary in the bi-
decadal time scale and below [5]. To filter then we have taken into account oscillations 
in the semi-secular time scale and beyond.  
2. Time changes in the strength of the dipolar component of the geomagnetic field and its 
tilt angle, that is the position of the geomagnetic poles, that modulates the 
geoeffectiveness of solar storms in the atmosphere [58-62]. Appreciable changes in 
geomagnetic dipolar field strength and its tilt angle occurs in time scales at and above 
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the millennial one [63-65]. As a result the contribution to climate change of geomagnetic 
field along the current century may be disregarded. 
3. It has been suggested [66, 67] that periods of acceleration of the Earth’s rotation rate 
correspond to years of increasing intensity of the zonal circulation and to global-surface 
warming, and periods of deceleration correspond to years of decreasing zonal-circulation 
intensity and to a global decrease in surface temperatures. A measure of the acceleration 
of the Earth’s rotation rate is provided by the time derivative of the excess of the length of 
the day, LOD. This variable follows solar activity with a delay of 94 years [68] and so 
along the time interval analyzed in [66, 67] that is 1850 to 1960, the semi secular oscillation 
in LOD was the strongest of the last 400 years, because it was the one around the Dalton 
Minimum episode. Only along this exceptionally strong semi secular oscillation LOD has 
appreciably contributed to temperature [10] , and so we may disregard its contribution to 
the secular and the semi secular oscillation along the XXI century.  
We conclude that the main sources of global warming at the XXI century will be the 
industrial increase of greenhouse gases and solar activity. In view of the inability of climate 
models in reproducing present ice melting acceleration and the mechanism that we have 
presented here by which solar activity increases might explain this phenomena, there are 
some possibility that the strong increases in solar activity after the 1924 transition was the 
principal driver of the climate warming of the XX century. However, as a careful evaluation 
of this mechanism is still lacking we can not rule out the possibility that, by that contrary 
most of the atmospheric heating of the XX century was of anthropogenic origin.  
In the case that solar activity was the source of the decreases of global temperature along the 
XX century, global temperature will start decreasing not later than about 2020 when solar 
dynamo will be fully settled in its new Grand Episode. It has taken by 150 years for ice 
melting reaching current levels. After the 1924 transition the increases on solar storms from 
the values sustained along the Regular oscillation episodes occurred in two steps, one 
culminating at 1947, and the other at 1989, but solar storms has already decreased to values 
comparables to those along the Regular episode, that is at 25% of its value around 1989 in 
only one step, and the decreases in TSI to its values prior 1924 will culminates by ~2024 , as a 
result we expect that it will take unless a century to ice cover to be at the same level than 
prior 1850 and so, as solar activity will continue with the moderate levels corresponding to a 
Regular Oscillation episode the temperature would be oscillating around the same level 
than prior 1923, that is -0.44 °C, by the end of the present century.  
In the other hand, in the case that most of the warming since 1970 were of anthropogenic 
origin the contribution of solar activity to temperature change would be of -0.34 °C . As for 
the next two decades [50] a increases of about 0.2°C per decade is projected for a range of 
SRES emission scenarios. Even if the concentrations of all greenhouse gases and aerosols 
were kept constant at year 2000 levels, a further warming of about 0.1°C per decade would 
be expected. Therefore the heating due to greenhouse gases along the forthcoming 20 years 
will be between 0.2°C to 0.4°C and so the effect of solar activity would lead to the 
temperature stay constant or decreasing at the most in 0.14 °C till about 2030 to start 
increasing again after that, unless greenhouse emission were severely limited in the future.  
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8. Conclusions  
The sudden increases of solar activity that occurred after the 1724 and 1924 solar dynamo 
transitions, has been accompanied by a sudden increases of average surface temperature of 
0,2ºC , and 0.34º after 1974 and 1924, respectively. Therefore, of the total increases of the 
average temperature level, that was of ~ 0.8ºC along the last 400 years, less than 0.3 º may be 
of non solar origin, in agreement with previous results [15]  
A solar dynamo transition to a new Grand Episode of lower solar activity is occurring, that 
would be settled at sunspot cycle #24 [1, 14, 15]. It would be alike [37] to the 1724-1924 
Regular Oscillations episode. In fact sunspot cycle maximum #24 , that would occur at 
2013.5, is being the weakest of the last 100 hundred years [13], being alike to sunspot cycle 
maximum #12 occurring at 1883.  
Wile greenhouse gases emission continued increasing at present, there is a hiatus in 
temperature increases since 10 years ago. This may be the first indication of the impact of 
the current solar dynamo transition on climate cooling. However, at latitudes above the 64° 
(North and South) temperature it is still increasing fast as much as there is a acceleration of 
the ice-melting since 1980 [52-54] and some models indicates that the ice feedback albedo 
mechanism due to this acceleration is appreciable at the poles [56] and also at height 
latitudes [57]. This may indicates that this feedback mechanism is still not well represented 
in IPCC climate models, since they underestimate Arctic sea ice thinning by a factor of 4 and 
fail to capture the recent sea ice kinematic acceleration [54]. Or it may indicate that a heating 
source that mainly operates at the polar cap and high latitudes is still missing in those 
models, and, as suggested in [9, 10] this source may be solar storms, which after the mid-
1970s have duplicated their average intensity and frequency as compared with those 
occurring at the XIX century. 
Natural sources of climate changes has been reviewed here, and from present knowledge of 
them it was concluded that in the long term (time scales above the semi-secular) the main 
sources of climate change along the past century were greenhouse gases and solar activity, 
and that the same would happen along the current, XXI century. The episode of Regular 
Oscillations in solar activity that is starting by now would endure for the rest of the present 
millennium [37]. If this prediction and the principal source of polar and high latitudes 
atmosphere heating were solar storms, the sudden decreases of the geoeffectiveness of solar 
storms to a 50 % of its values prevailing along the XX century Gran Maximum will lead to 
global temperature to decreases from the present average level of ~0.2°C to the same level 
that along the 1724-1924 Regular Oscillation episode, that is -0.44°C. The time that it will 
take to the climate system to react to current decreases of solar activity sensitively depends 
on the ice-albedo feedback mechanism that is still not well known. An estimation of this 
time is possible by observing that is has taken ~150 for the recovering from the Little Ice Age 
[51, 52]. The fact that the principal solar source of atmosphere heating at the poles and high 
latitudes has already decreased to its values prevailing prior 1924, allows us estimating that 
the expected decreases in 0.64°C would occurs in about 100 years. Solar storms has 
decreased yet to values alike to that prevailing at the XIX century, but TSI will decreases 
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substantially only by sunspot cycle maximum #25 (that will occur at ~2024), a appreciable 
decreases of temperature would be observed only by 2030.  
In the case that the main source of heating of the last 100 years were greenhouse gases, the 
solar activity decreases would contribute with a cooling of only ~0.3°C, and taking into 
account the projections of temperature from climate models [50], the sudden decreases of 
solar activity that is going on would mitigate the impact of greenhouse gases on global 
warming only by the forthcoming 20 years. 
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